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 REVIEWS 1 3

 -and the sorrows of the poor by a repetition of the socialist formula;
 -the abolition of monopolies, the appropriation of land and capital by
 the State, the management of industry and commerce by the average

 politician in the intervals of his politics. To dq Mr. Godard justice,
 he allows of compensation to owners of land and capital. But since
 he would load land and capital with every conceivable tax, it is not
 probable that the compensation required would be onerous to the public.

 Mr. Godard has indeed heard of objections to socialism; he has
 even read Mr. Courtney's article in the first number of this Journal;
 and the grace and strength of his refutation may be fully felt in the
 following extract :--" With a narrowed vision and a diminished sense
 of proportion, he (Mr. Courtney) fails to realise that a variation in the

 amount of a man's ' personalty,' does not oblitlerate his 'personality'
 -(though it must be admitted that when the former reaches an
 irreducible minimum, the latter has not a very attractive guise' (p. 133).
 Admirable indeed! The wit, the urbanity, and the argument are so
 happily matched that one knows not which most to admire. Having
 enlightened the wealthy and chastised the economists, Mr. Godard
 ,concludes with the consideration of ' Palliatives and Nostrums,'-the
 poor law, philanthropy, emigration, peasant proprietorship, leasehold
 enfranchisement, trades unionism, and co-operation. It will surprise
 nobody to hear that each of these agencies is demonstrated within
 -the limits of one brief page to be inadequate or useless.

 F. C. MONTAGUE

 The Industrial History of England. By H. de B. Gibbins, M.A.
 Second Edition. (Metbuen and Co., London, 1892).

 It is pleasant to observe that Mr. Gibbins has taken advantage of
 the demand for a second edition to mitigate in several passages the
 'somewhat arbitrary and acrimonious tone which was too noticeable in
 the first edition of his useful book. Something still remains to be
 desired in this respect; but all the changes made thus far are
 improvements. F. C. MONTAGUE

 Studies in Jewish Statistics. BY JOSEPH JACOBS. Londonl: D.
 Nutt.

 IF it were possible to sum up in a single theory the immense variety
 of facts which Mr. Jacobs has collected so assiduously and recorded so

 gracefully, we should attribute to him the thesis that the qualities

 which distinguish Jews from Gentiles are due to causes social rather than
 racial, ' Judaic, not Jewish,, . . . ' if we may restrict the word Jewish
 to properties due to the origin of Jews and Judaic to whatever is due

 to their religion or customs.' The explanation is applied first to the
 -preference of Jews for certain occupations. ' The opportunities given
 -by the fruit and tobacco trades for avoidinig a second Sabbath account
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